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SUMMARY
Over the past five years, Occidental has been working on proving technology for
separation and metering of multiphase wellhead fluids to replace conventional well
test systems. The technology selected has over the past two and one half years been
in operation in the Occidental operated Block 15 of the Ecuador Oriente.
Occidental has faced and addressed several challenges, however, the technology is
proven to the operator of Block 15 as justifiable on the original grounds of having
environmental, economic, operational, and technical merit over conventional test separation. This new technology well test equipment holds great promise for meeting the
needs of timely and accurate well test data, which are so essential for maximizing
oilfield recovery and ensuring sound reservoir management.
This paper details Occidental's experience with the Well Comp well test system from
lab to full field replacement of traditional test separator systems. These experiences
reveal not only the benefits but the "real world" problems associated with introducing
new technology into the field. Although the paper presents the basic operation and
specific experiences related to the WellComp system, many benefits and solutions
may be helpful in application to any new well test technology introduced into a
production operation.

ECUADOR BLOCK IS
In February 1985 OEPCsigned a risk service contract for Ecuador Block 15. The next seven years
saw the discovery and subsequent proving up of
commercial oil reserves, leading to the approval of
the Block 15 Development Plan in July 1992 by
PetroE.cuador.

• water is separated and processed to an acceptable standard for injection in the sub.
smface;
• gas is dehydrated and used for fuel with
the excess flared.

Block 15 is in an area ofintense international environmental scrutiny. Assho'Mlon Figure l, the Qc.
cidental block contacts three national ecological pre·
serves ofinternational prcfile, with a fourth Area
added in 1994. Withln this operating sphere, the
Occidental development plan was approved as a
model ofenvironmentally :respcmsible oil development in recogniti~n ofthe rich ecological heritage
present in the Upper Amaz.onBasin ofEcuador.

The development consists ofthe following key components, to minimize the impact ofsub-surface oil
development on the Ama7.on rain forest:

• directional well drilling from four princi·
pal well islands;
• bmying well Bowlines and trunklines;
• injection ofproduced water in compatible
sub-surface reservoirs;
• well testing at flowline conditions from sub
surfacemultiphasepwnping without ben·
efit offurther surface pressure boosting to

the single separation facilities.
Proven technology was available to Occidental in
1990, to accomplish all ofthe above components
except the last. Occidental set about at that time to
gain experience with and prove up technology that
could be recommended to PetroEcuador as part of
an ecological balanced oil development for Block
15; the later component was critical not only in environmental terms but for costs and proper technical management ofthe encountered oil reservoirs.

Flgure1

The current development ofthe Jivino-Laguna and
Napo fields is shown in Figure 2.Presently the :fields
are develC>ped witli twenty producing wells and two
waterinjectic>n wells. Four to ten directional producing wells are drilled off each well island. Individual well testing is dC>ne throvgh test manifolds at
each well island. A multiphase gathering pipeline
carries the commingled production to the Central
Production Facility (CPF). Separation ofthe bulk
fluids takes place at the CPF, where:
• oil is processed to pipeline conditions and
pumped to the Petro&uador pipeline at
Sllushufindi for onward transmittal into the
tJans-Andean pipeline;

Figure 2
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SELECTION AND TESTING OF THE WELLCOMP
The initial design criteria ofthe we~ead testing of Based on these tests, Occidental proceeded to file
a development plan for Block 15 built with the
Block 15 wells was to:
WellComp as the pivotal technofogy. This plan was
• test well effluents produced by subsurface
approved by PetroEcuador in August 1992.
Electrical Submersible Pwnp (ESP) at Well
One ofthe main advantages ofthe WellComp equiphead Pressure (WHP) of 2.8 mPa (400
psig) and 93 ° C (200° F);
ment was the reliance on predominately proven technologies. The use ofcoriolis meters and vortex shed• have flow ranges between 160 and
3
1,270 m /day (1,000 and 8,000 bfpd) and ding meters on well testing equipment was an eswater cuts varying between 5 and 95 %;
tablished applied technology within Occidental operated fields, and the static analysis chamber tech• have gas produced in GOR ranges of 18
3
3
nology, although unproven, was easily tested in a
to 62 Sm /Sm (100 to 350 scf/stb );
• haveaccmacy of measurement to be within lab, independent ofactual flowing conditions in the
field
10 % on oil/gas/water rates;
• have recombination after analysis to bulk
line and be pumped using subsurface ESP The proposed Ecuador development would produce
to central gathering and separation point
from three separate reservoirs with:
• oil gravities of 0.95 from 0.89 S.G. (18
After a review starting in late 1990 ofthe then availand 28 degrees API);
able technology, the FloComp II unit (predecessorto
• water salinities varying from 400 to 43,000
the WellComp)wasidentifiedand was judged to
ppm CI·;
be the most developed technology in meeting these
• gas gravities varying between 0.84 and 129
five requirements. Accordingly, a single FloComp
S. G. , due to varying oil PVT properties
II was purchased in June 1991 for testing and evaluand co2 spatial variations within the proation within the fields operated by Occidental in the
ductive zone.
USA, with similar crude characteristics to those
fmmd in Ecuador. It was predicted, that should the Since the relative proportion ofthese gravities within
technology be proven in Ecuador it would have fu- a given well would be wtlmown, the sensitivity of
ture economic benefit through use in many similar the analysis chamber results to these inlet fluid stream
Occidental developments, including multi-platform density variations was a source ofconcern. Prior to
offshore developments.
placing the order for the units, further operational
testing in the laboratory was deemed necessary on
In November 1991, the unit was tested in the Kem the analysis chamber ofthe WellComp equipment
Front field ofBakersfield, California. Twenty tests
were conducted on 19 different wells. The purpose Tests were setup in the laboratory of WellComp in
ofthis testing was to monitor at low rates the sepa- Orange, California to test the unit accuracy with
ration and metering characteristics on low gravity emulsified fluids and various mixtures ofheavy/light
crudes. Well fluid rates ranged from 5 to 127 m 3/ crudes with varying ammmts of fresh/salt water and
day (30 to 800 bfpd) and water cuts varying from air. These results showed agreement within 10 %
62 to 95 % . The results were deemed successful of the theoretical fluid volumes, and encouraged
with an average absolute deviation of:
Occidental to proceed with another field trial prior
• oil rate againSt tank metered volumesof to ordering for Ecuador. The 10% deviation ap10 % and,
peared to be predominately a result of variations in
• water cut against conventional grind out internal coating ofthe chamber with the heavy crude.
measurements of5 %.
These results spawned a new analysis chamber development by Paul Munroe, that would eliminate
these coating variation effects.
3

WELLCOMP DESCRIPTION
In November 1992, the WellComp was shipped to
the Occidental Johnson-Grayberg lease near Midland, Te:xas for 1inal testing. These tests were to confirm previous testing in accuracy ofmeasured oil,
water and gas and to test the operation of an upstream fluid conditioner under higher gas production rat.es. These tests required the simultaneous flow
of up to six wells in order to approximate the rates
of the Ecuador wells. Overall, these tests were a
overriding success and confidence builder for Occidental, they indicated an average error as compared to the proven well test facilities on: oil/water
cut of+/- 1.6 % and total fluid of+/- 1.8 %. Gas
measlll'ement was out ofrange for the Occidental
test facilities, therefore this portion ofthe test was
not achieved

Figure 3 shows a pictorial ofthe basic equipment
contained within a WellComp. A quick overview
ofthe basic operation follows:

Incoming three-phase flow enters the fluid conditioner where slugs and large bubbles offree gas are
removed fiom the liquid stream. Essentially, the fluid
conditioner is similar to a twcr phase separator system, with the exception that well-entrained gas is
allowed to flow with the liquid out the bottom ofthe
unit (a" l •1/2 phase" separator is far smaller than
traditional 2-phase separator system). This liquid/

entrained gas mixture is metered volumetrically
through a volwnetric meter, and ultimately recombined with the free gas stream at the exit ofthe unit.

Free gas is metered from the top ofthe fluid conditioner through a vortex shedding meter. A differential pressure~ regu1ator and a liquid throttling valve
maintain separator fluid level, ensuring operation
through severe slugging and allowing accurate operation from I 00% gas through 100% liquid flow
regimes.
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Every five minutes, the 3-phaseprimarily liquid flow
fiom the bottom ofthe fluid conditioner is diverted
from the volmnetric metering device through a section ofpipe named the analysis chamber. Valves
top and bottom are shut to trap a sample in this two
meter vertical section ofpipe. A volumetric analysis is performed on this static sample over a four
minute period for oil, water, and gas content The
established volumetric fractions of oil, water, and
gas are multiplied by the total volmnetric rate to produce the flow rates of each component. Pressure
and temperature transducers are used to correct
each component to standard conditions, and gas
rates are added to standardized free gas rates measured from the gas leg. These results from the five
minute "Mini-Test" are stored in a local data acquisition system, and a new test commences. This cycle
repeats for a predetermined period, set by the operator, at which time all mini-test results are averaged for a "Final-Test" record to be displayed and
stored in the database.

The analysis chamber uses a differential pressure
transducerto establish the aggregate density ofthe
static sample. This measurement predominately detennines the gas vs. liquid (water & oil) content in
the chamber. A proprietary probe will make 150300 separate capacitance readings vertically over
the two meter length ofthe analysis chamber. The
result is a profile as shown in Figure 4. This measurement predominately measures the water vs. hydrocarbon (oil & gas) content in the chamber. A
solution to three equations in three unknowns is used
to permit analysis offluids from a fully emulsified to
a fully stratified state. The analysis also determines
the percentage offluids that remain emulsified at the
completion ofthe five minute equilibration period.
Figure 5 shows a local LCD panel that displays
well test results both graphically and in tabular format, allows calibration ofequipment and entry ofan
automated sequence ofwell tests (integral command
ofautomated test manifold valves).
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BLOCK 15 INSTALLATIONS
Current Operation and Allocation ofProduced
Fluids

In December 1992, five additional standard model
400 WellCompunits with high gas fluid conditioner
werepurch$ed for use in Ecuador. 1befirst two of
the units arrived in Ecuador in April 1993. On May
1, 1993 production started through early oil facilities situated on the Jivino A platform. This unit performed from inception giving daily accurate well test
data under Amazon jungle ambient conditions with
only a tarp for cover from the rain. Subsequent installations during the early oil phase were completed
.on 1he Laguna A and Jivmo Cplatfonns. In August
1993 the CPF was commissioned and an additional
installation was made on the Jivino B platform. Finally, with the discovery ofthe Napo field in early in
1995, the unit already in place on the Lag\Ula A platfonn was accepted by PetroEcuador for accurate
segregated testing ofthe Napo field produced fluids. A typical well island hook up is shown on Figure 6.

Oil,~ and water production ftorn individual wells

are measured in each well i~l~ (Jivino-A, JivinoB, Jivino-C and Laguna-A) on a daily basis, through
the WellComp units. Wells are pioducing at an average wellhead pressure of 1.7 mPa (250 psig) and
93 ° C (200°F).
Producing wells are usually tested for a period Qf
two ho~ with aminitestperformed
five minutes (as detailed above). The production test figures, for oil, gas and water for a particular well, is
an average ofthe 24 minitest performed in the two
hours period.

every

ProductiondatatrornBlock 15 is oollectedandcontrolled per well daily. Once the production for the
Block has been detennined. a Block correction factor (or lease factor) is calculated to guarantee that
the total sum ofoil, and gas and water production
per well is equal to the total production of1heBlock.
The lease factors for oil, gas and water are used to
adjustthenetoilproductionforeachoneoftheproducing wells, giving the allocated production ofoil,
gas and water.
BLOCK 15 ECUADOR TYPICAL

WEU. ISLANDWELL TESnR HOOKUP

llL'll'tNEPIPBllE

Figure 5

In the early portion ofthe application ofthis technology in well tests on initially completed wells and
for 1he entire production stream from May to Augustof1993, the WellCornp~ent~com
pared against conventional test separation metering
equipment. After confidence was gained in the application ofthis technology, use ofother test methods have not been necessary.

.
Figure
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discovered that various individuals with access to
the WellComp configuration menus had different interpretations of some key calibration parameters.
Additional training in the p~per calibration setup
ofthe units, combined with tight control over changes
made to the calibration resulted in a sharp improvement in lease factor.

The daily oil lease factor and the number ofwells in
operation are shown in Figure 7 from March 1994
to July 1995. The daily oil lease factor is defined as

the:
Cwnulated individual well tests at standard
conditions for a 24 hour period using the

last accepted test for the individual well,
compensated for the down time ifany that
the well experienced during the period, divided by the stanadard condition oil measured by the fiscaHzationmeterforthe same
24 hour period compensated for any stock
level changes.

It must be kept in mind that this data is not a laboratory comparison ofWellComp data against a single
standard measurement. Significant errors can come
into this data which are not dependent on the
WellComp, for example errors in: wells on or off,
stock level changes, temperature and pressure corrections to crude oil, wells cleaning up, and :frequency
oftesting. This measurement is primarily dependent
on the WellComp data and as such is the primary
field data quality standard used by Occidental for
the test measurement

In the graph the Well Comp averaged test readings
corrected for well down time and stock level changes
are compared against the block oil fiscaliution
meter. 1 Data quality have improved and special
events are shown annotated on the curve, during a
period ofincreased system complexity with the nwnber ofwells quadrupling over the period shown.
Of special note is the period preceding July 1994
(note 1). Paul Munroeteclmicians, combined with a
trained OXY expert made adjustments to the four
WellComp units and corrected several hardware
problems. Lease factors in subsequent months improved greatly. A second significant upward trend
in the lease factor began in January 1995, which
forced.re-examination ofthe units (note 2). It was

Data from individual well islands is taken by floppy
diskette to the CPF for integration into the well allocation software. The "Production Operator's Workstation and Reporting,, (POWAR) computer system
is cmrently used for collecting data in the field and
then moving it through the CPF oil accoWlting system. Reporting requirements are handled automatically withinthe program: test infonnation, downtime,
stock volumes and balancing, proration factors, etc..
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producing from multimne completions, where the
possibility ofwidely varying oil and water densi1ies

An interface to POWAR was developed for production allocation at reservoir level for wells with
commingled production, and for generation ofspecial production reports formats required by the Company and by the Government

exist

The following table shows the overall range ofwell

flowrates measured by the4" WellCompinBlock
1Sand the range offluid characteristics handled.

Operating Parameters and Flowrate Ranges

At the initial start-up ofthe first WellComp Wlitat
Jivino A in May 1993, apparent discrepancies to
the LACT production figures were detected beanise
WellComp was displaying the production figures at OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES
the Line operating conditions and the LACT figures
were given at standard conditions. The WellComp During the two and one halfyears the WellComps
unit was then calibrated to display the data at the have been in operation in Block 15 numerous challenges have been met and overcome. These are imsame standard conditions as the LACT unit
portant parameters to keep in mind wherever tech.To optimi7.e the accuracy of the four Well Comp nology ofthis type is considered for application.
Units installed inJivino-Laguna-Napo field, the following data for each well on the four production
well islands was predetermined and programmed Strong Working Relationship between Vendor
into the Units: (1) density ofoil, water, and gas at and Operator
operating conditions; (2) shrinkage factor for oil that
corrects the oil measured at operating conditions to Based on this experience, the successful application
standard condition, taking into consideration the ef- ofoilfield technology requires the close coordinafects ofdissolved gases, temperature and pressure; tion between the technology developer (Paul
and (3) dissolved gas factor (R) that indicates the Munroe Engineering) and the technology user (Ocvolume of gases coming out of solution as the oil cidental). Most ofthe successful efforts during the
drops to ambient conditions. Update and adjust- program resulted from close coordination; In conment ofthis data improves overall accuracy in wells tJast, most of the setbacks in the program were a

RANGES OF FLOW RATES
Oil
m 3/d
(bopd)

Water
m 3/d
(bwpd)

Minimum

24
( 150)

0

Maximum

1,200
(7,500)

1,200
(7,400)

FLUID CHARACTERISTICS

GASSm3/day
(mcfpd)

Oil Grav.
S.G
(API)

Water
salinity
ppmCI-1

GAS
GRAV.
Air=l

28
( 1)

0.95
(17.l)

400

0.84

0.89
(27.0)

43,000

1.29

11,000 .
(400)

1 The fiscaliution meter is a: Daniel Industries 6 inch dual ease positive displacement rneter, with a flowrate design of 30,000 bopd under
ronditioru of 0 .91 s.g. oil Bl 88 "C, with proving by means of: Daniel Industries Bi-Directional mechanical displacement meter prover.
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result ofpoor coordination and lack ofgoal align- Since the overall technology was new, and the latest
ment between Paul Munroe Engineering and Occi- developments were to be included by the time equipdental personnel. It is important that early goal align- ment was to be delivered, a great deal of depen·
ment be pursued between the developer and the dence was placed on the manufacturer for operauser of oilfield technology ofthis type.
tion and maintenance ofthe equipment over the first
year. Inexperienced technicians from PaulMunroe and the Jack of an OXY technical expert
Strong Management Commitment
trained in the operation ofthe WellComp unit amField personnel familiar with traditional test separa- plified the initial teething problems. Upon realiz.ators were initially skeptical regarding the accuracy tion ofthese shortcomings, Paul-MlDU'Oe responded
and functionality ofthe WellComp equipment. A with higher qualified technicians and OXY commit·
strong commitment by management to utiliz.e this ted to a training program for OXY field technicians
equipment and to maximize the use ofthe abwidant to take over operation and maintenance of the
information produced by the unit was essential to equipment. The strategy was successful, and the
overcome this initial resistance. Attitudes from the equipment has been operated and maintained by
beginning ofthe program changed dramatically once OXY personnel for the past one and a halfyears
technical personnel took ownership of the equip- with minimal support from Paul-Munroe.
ment and began maintaining it themselves. Now
there is unanimous consent among field personnel The second evaluation ofthe equipment due to lease
that this equipment is a superior replacement for tra- factor allocation factor analysis revealed inconsisditional test separators. In general, any new-tech- tencies in those calibration parameter.; which directly
nology equipment placed into the oilfield typically affect the final test results. Additional training with
requires strong sponsorship by management to en- regard to requirements for the key calibration pasure the overall success ofthe program.
rameters, and tighter control over changes made to
these parameters has resulted in reliable well test
Technical Support and Training
data from all sites.
Twice in the last two and one half years the lease
allocation factors have forced a major look at both
the hardware and software ofthe units to confirm
. the best possible data is being obtained from the
unitsforpropermanagementoftheBlock 15 reservoirs. The first evaluation resulted in some major

Automation Valves

The initial Block 15 manifold and WellComp order
envisioned, that wells be routinely automatically
cycled into test with well status and test flags (on/
oft) signal to the CPF Process Logic Controller
(PLC). This portion of the project was cancelled
after partial automation of three wells. lbis has resulted in a continued need for permanent production staffat each production island to tmn wells into
test and locally monitor equipment on an homly basis. lbis has reduced the economic benefits ofthe
system to the operator. It is recognized, that this is
not ideal since a partially automated system results
in minima] economic benefit compared to a fully automated system.

operational revelations:

In the case of traditional three-phase separators, it
is essential to have knowledgeable personnel operate and maintain the equipment, and to collect, correct, analyze, and assemble well test results. They
must use their experience and judgement about the
historical data from a given tested well, in order to
provide accurate well test data and diagnose production equipll)ent problems. Although the
WellComp promised to eliminate many ofthe "expert" personnel requirements and reduce the human
subjectivity offinal test results, initial underestimation ofthe type of support required for operation
and maintenance ofthe equipment became an ob-'
stacle for the success ofthe program. ·
9

CONCLUSIONS

The following general con;lusiom have been reached FURTHER TECHNICAL ADVANCEMENTS
with respect to the five years of experience Occi- - POST BLOCK 15
dental and Paul Munroe have with testing and field
Several technical advances have been made over
proving ofwellhead testing technology.
the past two and one halfyears since installation of
the original WellCompunits. Newcomputerhard1. Lab and field trials prior 'to full field utilization are ilnJX>rtant to addressing early the criti- ware and software on the unit provides connectivity
cal technology issues prior to application; and to multiple devices. The unit may be controlled,
and data downloaded via an infrared palmtop or
led to a successfully field application.
2. The oost of technical support for operation of notebook PC, and may silnultaneously communithe units in a remote international location were cate with a local PC operator station, a remote
underestimated by Occidental at the time the SCADA system {MODBUS slave RTU), and a local RTU for valve automation Curves for shrinkunit was selected. In spite ofthis overall unit
cost increase (considering the additional cost age and R. may be entered (instead of single point
of technical support for fifteen months) the entries), and calibration ofmost instruments have
WellComp units have maintained a cost advan- been automated Additionally, extended on·line diagnostic capabilities report failures and nUs.
tage over traditional well site testing in Block
15.
cahbrationonmany instruments.
3. lnespective ofpersonnel costs associated with
Fluid oonditioner designs have advanced, and level
the maintenance ofthe WellComps, the maintenance material costs have averaged to date control now includes adaptive gain algorithms to
provide robust operation over a wide range offlow
less than the value ofone barrel ofoil equivaconditions, without the need foroperator interaclent per unit day of operation.
4 Some additional technical support on hardware tion.
and software is required on an on-going basis,
but this is not inordinate and the Occidental Developments continue to fully uti.Ii2ethe computer
staffmaintenance ofthe units is going well and ability to set·up, calibrate, diagnose~ and report data
in line with the maintenance ofother oil field
on the WellComp unit Work also continues to reapplication technology in use by Occidental.
duce the siz.e ofthe fluid conditioner and keep the
5. The WellCompunithas proven to be key to overall footprint to a minimwn.
meeting the environmental goals for the project
to allow multiphase flow to a central producOne ofthe challenges facing Occidental is how to
ing station, with no compromise on well test use the large volume ofreliable data now available
data for effective reservoir management in
fiom the WellComp, and to integrate and link that
Block 15.
data to other Block 15 production system compo-6. Testaccumcy obtained fiom the unit exceed nents. The data available from the WellComp and
oonventional test separation capabilities and in- linkage to other system components is the next step
deed initial Occidental objectives over a wide in advancing the use ofthe technology. Other sys·
range offlow conditions.
tan componentsto which the WellComp iscumently
7. The automation benefits of the system have not linked, include the Variable Speed Drive (VSD)
been reduced by the lack of actuators on the for the downhole ESPs and the automation and con·
test manifold valves tied back to the central trol system at the CPF.
station. Were this to be carried through it is
anticipated that further economic automation
benefits would be rea1iz.ed fiom the WellComp
units in Block 15.
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This linkage is important so the entire production
process can be improved. At present the different
system components are reviewed functionally rather
than in a process manner. A true process look will
require integration ofdata an understanding as a process rather than a series offimctions relating to one
another, e.g. Maintenance and Production.

. Closing Remarks
Our objective as an indmtry in multiphase flow mea-

surement is and should remain:
"Have available to the oil and gas producer and inline wellhead device, which can provide and integrate to a daily basis, accurate three phase (gas, oil,
water) flowrates and fractions independent oftransient fractional variations in volwne or gravity ofthe
three phases."
The technology has not arrived to accomplish this
lofty and worthwhile objective. The WellComphowever, is a significant intermediate step on this particular path oftechnical evolution.

JJ
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